COURSE LISTS FOR ANTHROPOLOGY
SUMMER 2016

Anthropology majors are required to take one upper-division ANT course (3 credit hours) that has substantial theoretical content and another upper-division ANT course (3 credit hours) that covers methodology. Students are also required to take one upper-division ANT course (3 credit hours) that covers a cultural group or geographic area. Though some courses can count for multiple requirements, separate courses must be taken to satisfy each of these degree requirements (exception: ANT 662 Field Archaeology).

THEORY

ANT f324L 9-African Diaspora in the Americas-BRAZIL Vargas
ANT f662 Field Archaeology-BELIZE Valdez
ANT f662 Field Archaeology-CENTRAL TX Franklin
ANT f662 Field Archaeology-PORTUGAL Wade
ANT s345C Urban Cultures Hartigan

METHODS

ANT f324L 9-African Diaspora in the Americas-BRAZIL Vargas
ANT f662 Field Archaeology-BELIZE Valdez
ANT f662 Field Archaeology-CENTRAL TX Franklin
ANT f662 Field Archaeology-PORTUGAL Wade
ANT s325J The Photographic Image Campbell
ANT s345C Urban Cultures Hartigan

CULTURE/GEOGRAPHIC AREA

ANT f324L 9-African Diaspora in the Americas-BRAZIL Vargas
ANT f324L 37-Politics of Race/Violence in Brazil Smith
ANT f662 Field Archaeology-BELIZE Valdez
ANT f662 Field Archaeology-CENTRAL TX Franklin
ANT f662 Field Archaeology-PORTUGAL Wade